
1.  Flora the Fancy Dress Fairy 
(Daisy Meadows and Georgie Ripper)  $14.95

Rachel’s cousin is holding a summer fancy dress ball in a Scottish 
Castle, and Rachel and Kirsty are looking forward to dressing up! 
But evil Jack Frost is threatening to spoil the party completely. 
Rachel and Kirsty must help Flora the Fancy Dress Fairy to 
rescue her three magic items. 

2.  Geronimo Stilton: Mouse Island Marathon  
(Geronimo Stilton)  $11.95

I admit it. I’m not much of a muscle mouse. So when I 
accidentally got signed up for the Mouse Island Marathon, I 
was so shocked that I lost my squeak! Me, run a marathon? 
But my friends and family were determined to help me cross 
that finish line. Holey cheese, I was never going to make it!

3. Goblin at the Beach (Victor Kelleher)  $12.95
From the ski slopes of the Snowy Mountains to the rainforests 
of Far North Queensland - and everywhere in between - 
Gibblewort the goblin has blundered, crawled and whinged his 
way through Australia’s vast landscape. Can Gibblewort beat 
the heat and finally get back home to rainy ol’ Ireland?

4.  Hairy Maclary’s Hat Tricks  
(Lynley Dodd)  $21.95

A long-awaited new tale about everyone’s favourite 
dog. A blustery day has Hairy Maclary off to the park 
for fun and games. When he comes across a windblown 
wedding party, he is able to show off his remarkable 
retrieving skills!

5.  Maisy Goes to Hospital (Lucy Cousins) $19.95
Maisy has broken her leg playing on the trampoline, and 
now she’s in hospital for the night. At first it’s a bit scary 
being all on her own, but she soon makes friends with 
Dotty in the next bed and when Cyril and Tallulah visit the 
next day, Maisy begins to feel much better!

6.  Reptiles and Amphibians  
(Priddy Bicknell)  $12.95

This is a fantastic junior primary title, which boys especially will 
love, all about reptiles and amphibians. Sensational value with 
a hardcover for durability.

7.  Shrek the Third Movie Storybook  
(Various)  $14.95

With hilarious new characters and exciting adventures, our film 
tie-in programme is exploding with Shrek fun! Follow Shrek, 
Donkey and friends in this cool movie 
storybook. Filled with exclusive 
photographic images from the 
movie... A must have for every 
Shrek fan.

8. Sizzles is Completely Not Here Board 
Book (Lauren Child) $19.95
Charlie has this little sister Lola. Lola is supposed 
to be looking after Marv’s dog, Sizzles. But he 
seems to have disappeared... Lola says “Sizzles is 
completely NOT here”. Join Charlie and Lola on their 
search for Sizzles the dog. Lift the Flaps and see if 
you can spot where Sizzles is hiding.

9.  Stacks of Maxx  
(Michael Wagner and Terry Denton) 
 $24.95

A bind-up of eight footy stories from Maxx Rumble – 
when one Maxx Rumble footy book just isn’t enough!

10.  Tashi and the Mixed Up Monster  
(Anna Fienberg and Kim Gamble) 
 $11.95

In the fourteenth book about the ever-popular Tashi, 
a fire-breathing monster breaks out of Wise-as-an-
Owl’s workshop and threatens them all, and when 
Tashi is accused of killing the carp in Soh Meen’s 
pond, he uses a Truth Potion to find the real culprit. 

11.  What Bumosaur is That?  
(Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton) 
 $14.95

Find the answers to these and many other questions 
in this fully-illustrated guide to prehistoric bumosaur 
life. Covering the Pre-Crappian era through to the 
Post-Crapaceous, this essential reference will thrill, 
amaze and inform the whole family. Never again will 
you look like a fool when somebody asks: “What 
bumosaur is that?”

12-14.  Animal Ark (Lucy Daniels)  $14.95 ea
Sometimes animals can be naughty and a lot of hard work! Stories 
for very young Animal Ark fans – short and accessible with lots of 
illustrations for newly confident readers. 

12. Bunnies in the Bathroom 

13. Dolphin in the Deep

14. Kitten in the Cold
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22. Annie to the Rescue 
(Deborah Niland)               $24.95

Annie is as brave as can be. One day, Annie 
sees Callisto the cat stuck in a tree. Annie 

climbs the tree to get Callisto down, but Annie gets 
stuck herself. And Callisto has managed to get down the 
tree! Mum and Jack offer to help, but Annie is determined to 
get down on her own. After all, Annie knows she is brave.

23.  Boris Monster, Scared of Nothing  
(Sophie Laguna and Ben Redlich)  $24.95

Boris is one mean-looking monster.There is only one secret 
thing Boris is scared of... himself. Boris’s rough exterior acts 
as a defence, while contributing to his fear. But when he takes 
up ballet, Boris learns, through the discipline and the dance, 
that he can connect with others, that he has something to 
give, and that he can enjoy himself and be happy. 

24.  Cat  
(Mike Dumbleton and Craig Smith)  $19.95

Share a day with Cat and find out how exhausting, exciting 
and downright dangerous life can be! A warm, funny picture 
book by two of Australia’s top creators.

25.  Corduroy Goes to the Fire Station  
(Don Freeman)  $19.95

There is so much to see when Corduroy and his class go 
to the fire station. Children can peer under dozens of flaps 
in this interactive book to look at the equipment on pumper 
and ladder trucks and see the special suits that firefighters 

wear. And they can watch as Corduroy and his class learn how to 
stop, drop, and roll. 

26.  Harry Highpants  
(Tony Wilson and Tom Jellett)  $27.95

Everybody in town wears their pants at a different height 
until Roy Bland, running for mayor, decides to make a law 
saying that all pants must be worn at ‘normal height’. As a 
result the kids organise a Free Pants Convention, a festival 
of pants. And Harry Highpants shows himself to be a pants 
champion, and strikes a blow for pants freedom!

27.  Honeybee’s Busy Day (Richard Fowler)  $19.95
Pop Honeybee through the slot on each page and help her 
safely back to her hive! Honeybee is very busy gathering 
nectar from the flowers to make into honey. She buzzes 
past some ducks, a friendly frog, a squirrel and a rabbit who 
all invite her to take a rest, but she’s far too busy to stop!

28.  I Love Trucks and Cars and Planes  
(Priddy Bicknell)  $12.95

This soft to touch board book aimed at early childhood is 
full of fun rhymes and all the trucks and cars and planes 
you can dream of! 

29.  If My Dad Were a Dog (Annabel Tellis) $14.95
If my Dad were a dog, just for a day, I’d tell him to sit and 
I’d tell him to stay … What would you do if your dad were 
a dog for a day? Imagine the fun you’d have; playing 
together all day long and, best of all, telling him to do 
what he’s told!

30. Just Like Me (Anne Young)  $12.95
Reuben devotes himself to helping his family members 
achieve their dreams. Every person in the family secretly 
believes Reuben wants to be just like them. But one day 
something happens that shows that Ruben is a dog with his 
own dreams. A gently humorous story.

31.  Long Way From Home, A  
(Eliza Baguley)  $14.95

At bedtime in the burrow Moz is squished and 
squashed by sleepy rabbits. Crumpled and 
cross, he asks to go with his friend Albatross 
to the icy lands of the North Star. So off they 

fly, but when Moz gets lost he finds himself cold and 
lonely, and a long way from home.

32. Trouble with Dogs (Bob Graham)  $27.95
Brought home from the rescue centre, Dave is small and 
sparky and gets all excited. To Kate, he’s everything a 
pup should be. The trouble is, he sometimes gets too 
excited. He jumps uninvited onto guests’ laps, runs down 
the middle of flowerbeds and chews holes in the tights of 
Kate’s schoolfriends. “We need help!” Mum decides. But 
will the man from Pup Breakers really have the answers?

33.  Party Animals  
(Tony Mitton and David Wotjowycz)  $16.95

A funky-monkey boogie-woogie riot of a read! A glittery 
extravaganza — the most sparkly party of the year. It’s 
Monkey’s birthday and everyone’s invited. But who will win 
the Best-Dressed prize? Lioness, in her slinky dress? Or 
maybe Hippo, in her tutu? Whoever wins, these animals are 

going to boogie all night long! 

34. Playmates (Jane Tanner)  $14.95
With her usual deft touch, author/illustrator Jane Tanner 
has created a book about sharing, friendship and the 
resolution of conflict. Full of warm, realistic illustrations, 
with an excellent, minimal text, this charming pre-school 

picture book - about a little boy, his much-loved teddy and his new 
puppy - can be shared with even the youngest child.

35.  Shhh! Little Mouse  
(Pamela Allen)  $24.95

Shhh! little mouse. Who is that sleeping? Will the little 
grey mouse find something to eat, or will he wake the 
sleeping cat? A delightful picture book for the very young 

from the best-selling, award-winning Pamela Allen.

36. Walter the Farting Dog, Banned 
From the Beach (William Kotzwinkle and 
Audrey Colman) $26.95
Everyone’s smelly dog is off on another adventure, 
this time holidaying at the beach with the family. 
When his smelliness can no longer be tolerated by 

other holidaymakers, he is banned from the beach. Walter consoles 
himself with some uncooked tropical fruit... Gasses start to build. Then 
the family become marooned on an island... Can Walter save the day?

37.  Whoops! But It Wasn’t Me  
(Lauren Child)  $14.95

Charlie has this little sister Lola. Lola has been 
playing with Charlie’s very special rocket. Charlie 
says, “Did you break my rocket?” Lola says, 
“You absolutely told me to not ever never touch 
it. . . ever.” Charlie is furious and Lola denies ever 

touching the rocket. But she eventually learns that although it can be 
hard, you have to tell the truth.

38. Who’s There, Spot? (Eric Hill) $14.95
Who’s there, hiding behind the door? From the pen 
of the famous illustrator Eric Hill comes a delightful 
new hide-and-seek story, with trademark simple 
text, inked illustrations and lots of surprises behind 
flaps. For a new generation of Spot fans. 
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51. Go Girl! Snow Play (Claire Saxby)  $9.95
What happens when Jamie gets invited on a day-trip to the snow... 
by a girl she doesn’t like? Will Jamie give her the cold shoulder, or 
will they have a ball?

52-53.  $1495 ea 
extreme adventures
(Justin D’Ath)
An action-packed rollercoaster ride, these Extreme 
Adventures will keep you on the edge of your 
seats! In Shark Bait, Sam Fox is on holiday 
at the Barrier Reef when he and a Japanese 
boy called Michi are swept out to sea 
by a freak wave and in Spider Bite, 
Sam’s five-year-old twin brothers, 
Jordan and Harry, are carried off in a 
runaway hot-air balloon.

52. Shark Bait  
53. Spider Bite 

54. Sweetie May (Lisa Shanahan)  $11.95
Captain Widehide and Captain Leanbean love arguing 
- from dawn to dusk, day after day. The only thing they 
love more than arguing is treasure - lots of it! Then one 
day they find more than they bargained for ...Sweetie 
May is back in this fabulous new edition!

39.  Aussie Bites: Smarty Cat  
(Bruce Dawe and Janine Dawson) 
 $11.95
Barry’s owners, the Dimwiddies, don’t realise 
just how special he is until one extraordinary evening when 
they’re watching the TV quiz show Pick-a-Dilly. To their 
astonishment, Barry starts to answer the questions – correctly! 

40.   Aussie Nibbles: Littlest Pirate in a Pickle 
(Sherryl Clark)  $10.95

 Nicholas Nosh is preparing for the Pirate Games when his 
aunt, uncle and cousin arrive. His outspoken little cousin, 
Primrose, is rude to Nicholas about his short stature, and 
mocks him until he is determined to show her that he may be 
small, but he’s a real pirate.

41.   Aussie Nibbles: Winning the World Cup  
(David Metzenthen and Stephen Axelsen)  $10.95

In a huge paddock, just about every day, a group of friends play 
soccer for the World Cup. All the kids are Australian - but they 
play for the country they came from. Henry, who is from Kenya 
would love to play too, but his sister is in hospital. When she gets 
better, Henry shows that he’s an amazing footballer!

42-43. Fairy House (Kelly McCain)  $12.95 ea
Katie loves having four fairies living at the bottom of her 
garden. Join them in their adventures!

42. Fairy Friends 43. Fairy For a Day

44.  Ghosts, Gadgets and Gizmos  
(Robin Klein and Luke Edwards)  $12.95

In this collection of three short stories you will meet an indignant 
ghost named Claude, two aliens who have taken a wrong turn 
on their travels, and a bossy house-keeping robot. Every kind of 
odd visitor you hope you never have! Another three funny stories 
from the archives of the refreshingly irreverent Robin Klein.

Junior novels
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45-50.   $995 ea(Meredith Badger)
This is the super exciting new instalment 
from the creators of the phenomenally 
popular Go Girl! series. In Go Girl! Angels, 
six of the Go Girl characters team up 
together, and all six feature together in six 
different books. This is sure to be a hit with 
junior primary girls who are already familiar 
with the books. 

45 45. Angels Forever 
46. Going Overboard 
47. Kicking Goals 

504948
48. Lucky Stars 
49. Puppy Love 
50. Team Troubles

(H.I. Larry)
Join super spy Zac Power on his spine 
tingling, life threatening adventures during 
his quest to find his missing brother Max. 

55. Blockbuster

56. Lunar Strike

57. Sudden Drop

55-57. $995ea

55

57

56



58. Annabel, Again  
(Meg McKinlay)  $14.95

When Annabel leaves to go to 
Queensland, Livvy is crushed. So at her mother’s 

insistence she embarks on a crazy fast-track plan for 
forgetting. But one year later, Annabel comes back. Livvy 
can’t believe it. Forget all that forgetting! Now things are 
going to be just like they were before! Except they’re not - 
things have changed!

59.  Digger J Jones (Richard J Frankland) $14.95
Digger is keeping a diary about the things that matter to him: 
piffing yonnies at the meatworks, fishing with his cousins 
and brawling with the school bully. But it’s 1967, and bigger 
things keep getting in the way. Digger is finding out who he 
is, what he believes, and what’s worth fighting for.

60. Dragonsdale (Salamanda Drake)  $14.95
Forget Pony Club. This is different. At Dragonsdale, riding 

is the most important thing in the world, but Cara can only 
dream of it since her father has strictly forbidden her to 
ride. But the naughty daughter of the ruler of the Isles takes 
Cara’s favourite dragon and Cara will do anything to save 
him. Even if it means risking their lives in the wild lands 
beyond Dragonsdale.

61.  Give Peas a Chance and Other Funny 
Stories (Morris Gleitzman)  $16.95

Fourteen clever tales, featuring a host of Morris’s beloved 
characters and some new ones! While Ginger and her dog, 
Anthony organise the ultimate party, Wilton the worm meets 
Aristotle the nose germ in an unexpected location and Ben 
tries to save the world by not eating his vegetables.

62.  Hardy Boys Uncovered: Board to Death  
(Scott Lobdell)  $14.95

The undercover brothers, Frank and Joe Hardy, go undercover 
at a major skateboarding contest in Venice, California to find 
out which competitor is trying to kill off the competition—
literally! Will Frank and Joe solve the mystery before the 
killer discovers their mission--and eliminates them?!

63.  How to Cheat a Dragon’s Curse  
(Cressida Cowell)  $15.95

Fishlegs has been struck with deadly Vorpentitis. The only 
cure is rare and almost impossible to find, a potato! But 
where on Berk will Hiccup find such a thing? He’ll have to 
dodge Sharkworms, battle Doomfangs and outwit crazy 

Hooligans if he’s going to be a Hero ...again.

64.  Legend of the Worst Boy in the World 
(Eoin Colfer)  $12.95

Book 3 in the Legend Of series by popular author Eoin 
Colfer. Will is desperate to win the Giant Jelly Baby 
competition. But his big brother Marty always beats him 
to it. Then one day Will’s wish comes true – he’s the 
best boy in the world at last! Marty is not happy, and 
decides that something must be done...

65.  Megs and the Vootball Kids  
(Neil Wallace-Montagnana)  $14.95

Edward “Megs” Morrison is starting at a new school. 
That’s hard enough, but to do it in a foreign land makes 
it even more uncomfortable. Luckily, football is an 
international password, and football just happens to be 
something Edward Morrison loves – but with no proper 

team, how will Megs quench his thirst for competitive football?

66. Nim at Sea  
(Wendy Orr and Kerry Millard) 
 $14.95

When Selkie the sea lion is kidnapped, Nim has to leave 
her island paradise, stow away on board a cruise ship, and 
work out how to rescue Selkie and all the captive animals 
in the ship’s zoo. She also needs to reunite her family. 
Luckily she has Fred, her funny marine iguana, and two 
new ship-board friends, to help her.

67.  Rockstar Robbery, The  
(Paul Holper and Stephen Axelsen)  
 $12.95

Josh Jamieson, Hannah’s rock star idol is in town. But as 
Zac and Hannah emerge from his packed concert, they 
discover that there’s been an explosion at the Central 
Bank next door. And ten million dollars has gone missing! 
Ages 9-11.

68. Sea Secrets (Gillian M Wadds)  $15.95
This is a fast-moving adventure that will keep young 
readers involved from start to finish. It depicts a time when 
Zena begins to grow up, begins to understand her parents, 
her friends, and herself. Ages 10+.

69.  Shadow Thief  
(Alexandra Adornetto)  $19.95

Millipop Klompet lives in stultifyingly boring Drabville, with 
her slightly offbeat family and spends her days longing for 
adventure. She and her cautious best friend and amateur 
geologist, Ernest Perriclof decide to explore Hog House, the 
notorious gothic mansion at the edge of town, in search of 
adventure.

70. Specky Magee and the Spirit of the 
Game (Felice Arena and Garry Lyon)  $14.95
Specky has been selected to represent Victoria in the 
National Carnival in Adelaide with the Under Fifteen 
team, and he also travels to Mildura to stay with his 
friend Brian. This is the 6th book in the bestselling 
Specky Magee series!!

71. Spy Dog Unleashed (Andrew Cope)  $11.95
Super Spy Dog Lara is faced with her biggest challenge 
yet. Her nemesis, the evil Mr Big, has escaped from prison. 
Not only does he want to frame Lara and land her in 
big trouble, he’s got his evil eye on the Millennium 
Diamond. It’s the world’s most precious jewel - and it’s 
about to go walkies... Spy Dog to the rescue!

72. Strictly Stars (Josie Montano)  $15.95
In this sequel to ‘Pop Starlets’, the four former ‘Pop 
Starlets’ are now ‘Strictly Stars!’ Their single is number 
one on the charts, allowing them to go on tour—
performing live concerts all over the nation. It’s a whirlwind 
of TV and radio interviews, autographing albums, and 
talking to fans. Can Strictly Stars keep up with the pace of 
stardom?

73. Winning Streak (Michael Hyde)  $12.95
The Rebels had a bad start to the basketball season, 
but now they’re on a winning streak. This time they’re up 
against the tallest team in the league – does size matter? 
Can you help the Rebels to victory? You get to choose 
what happens in the game!
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82. Naturally Rude 
(Lisa Aronson)  $16.95
The hilarious sequel to Plain 

Rude. This time Ian Rude is in love with Natasha 
Frye, the feisty nature-loving girl. Ian is so in love 
with Natasha that he has to contain his revulsion to 
her pets in order to win her heart. Into this mixture 
come the remarkable Pockys, with their plan to 
found an emu dynasty, which goes horribly and 
hilariously wrong.

83. Night Rise (Anthony Horowitz) 
 $16.95
Nevada, USA - fourteen-year-old twins Jamie 
and Scott Tyler are performing a mind-reading 
act in a dingy theatre. But when a sinister 
multinational corporation, Nightrise, kidnaps 
Scott, Jamie is left alone - and wanted for 
murder. He becomes embroiled in a corrupt 
presidential campaign and the first fateful battle 
against the Old Ones.

84.  Young Bond – Double or Die 
(Charlie Higson)  $16.95

Kidnap. Violence. Explosions. Murder. No 
ordinary weekend. But then, James Bond is no 
ordinary boy . . . In a North London cemetery 
a professor is kidnapped at gunpoint. A 
suspicious letter crammed with cryptic 
clues arrives at Eton. To decipher the deadly 
mystery, James Bond must take a series of 
dangerous gambles. Once the code is cracked, 
he has just forty-eight hours to save the professor from the dark 
forces that threaten to destroy them both…

85.  Sure Fire (Jack Higgins)  $19.95
The mother of fourteen-year-old twins Rich and 
Jade dies in a car crash and they are told they 
must go and live with their estranged father, who 
they have never met before. Neither the children 
nor their father get on, but when Rich and Jade 
witness him being kidnapped they are drawn into 
a dangerous crisis that could engulf not just their 
family but the whole world… 

86. Solo (Alyssa Brugman)  $16.95
Alone at night in the bush, alone with her demons 
- what will this city girl discover about herself and 
her place in the world? This is the new novel from 
an extraordinary author of young adult fiction. 

87. Tunnels (Roderick Gordon)  $16.95
Fourteen-year-old Will Burrows lives with his family 
in London and shares a passion for digging with his 
father. When his father suddenly disappears down 
an unknown tunnel, Will decides to investigate 
with his friend Chester. Soon they find themselves 
deep underground, where they unearth a dark and 
terrifying secret - a secret which may cost them 
their lives.

86

84

87

74.  Barefoot Kids  
(Steve Hawke)  $16.95

This is an action packed, character filled 
adventure story set in Broome which revolves around 
Janey, Jimmy, Tich, Buddy and Dancer - who play in a 
band together. Their special place, Eagle Beach, is under 
threat from developers. The kids start a campaign to save 
the beach, which leads to mystery and adventure.

75.  Escape From Year Eight  
(Mary Pershall)  $16.95

‘Jeez, Mum,’ I yell, ‘you could have warned me before you 
decided to ruin my life!’ When Kaitlin’s mum tells her they’re 
moving to Iowa for four months, Kaitlin is furious. For the 
first time in ages, she’s actually been enjoying going to 
school. Now her mum wants to ruin everything! 

76.  Fletcher Jones PI: Dangerous Games  
(Jonathon Harlen)  $14.95

Fletcher Smith has inherited his father’s one-man Sports 
Detective Agency at the Australian Institute of Sport. 
Both his parents suffered nervous breakdowns after a 
car accident engineered by Fletcher’s archenemy, global 
sports management guru Samson Bolivar. 

77.  I, Nigel Dorking $16.95  
(Marianne Fahey)  $16.95

This is the Really Really Extremely Private Story of Nigel 
Dorking, Incredibly Smart for his IQ, Tall for His Height, 
and Precocious for His Age, but Perilously Unhappy. PS 
Trespassers will be executed. PPS Nigel Dorking is most 
definitely not a drip.

78. Living Hell (Catherine Jinks)  $16.95
‘On board the ark ship ‘Plexus’, the crew are prepared for 
everything. But when they pass through a mysterious energy 
stream, the consequences are like nothing they have ever 

seen or imagined. Cheney and his friends suddenly find 
themselves adrift in a living nightmare, fighting for their lives 
against the very entity which was created to protect them.

79.  Lockie Leonard, Human Torpedo  
(Tim Winton)  $17.95

Lockie Leonard is about to hit TV screens across the nation! 

80.  Master of the Books  
(James Moloney)  $19.95

Marcel and Nicola are coming to terms with their new life 
as Prince and Princess of Elster. Marcel soon realises his 
limitations in magic-making when he puts the entire kingdom 
under a spell and Nicola is aghast to realise that her future 
involves marriage to one of a number of suitors for political 
reasons, and that she will have no say in the matter.

81.  Monster Blood Tattoo Book 1: Foundling 
(David Cornish)  $19.95

Set in a world of tri-corner hats, frockcoats and flintlock 
pistols, Monster Blood Tattoo is a world of monsters, 
chemical potions and surgically altered people. 
Rossamünd is about to begin life as a lamplighter in the 
service of the Haacobin Emperor, and must choose his 
path carefully. Shortlisted for the 2007 Childrens Book 
Council Awards. 
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97.  Mystery of the Golden 
Crocodile, The  
(Judith Rossell)  $15.95

Sebastian Martin, along with one part of the 
valuable Seal of Sobek, has gone missing from an archaeological 
dig in the Valley of Giants. With luck, you should be able to find 
Sebastian and the Tomb of Sobek, rumoured to be filled with 
marvellous treasures. But beware, your task won’t be easy! 

98.  My Extremely Busy Activity Pack  
(Lauren Child)  $19.95

Lola says, “I love drawing and scribbling and cutting and 
sticking and painting and colouring.” You can be just like 
Lola and keep extremely busy with this completely brilliant 
activity pack. Contains: 1 extremely special colouring book, 1 
amazing sticker book – with over 100 stickers, 30 sheets of Charlie 
and Lola collage paper, 1 pack of Charlie and Lola coloured pencils. 

99. Pirate Treasure Map A Fairytale Adventure 
(Colin and Jacqui Hawkins)  $14.95
Ha har, me hearties! Jack’s gone looking for adventure - and 
gold. But where on the treasure island could it be? Join Jack 
on the treasure trail and meet all sorts of fairytale characters 
- the Owl and the Pussycat, Hansel and Gretel, the Three Billy 
Goats Gruff, and many others - and help him find his way 

around some well-loved storybook locations!

100.  Puffin’s Brilliantly Big Bumper Joke 
Book (Compilation)  $12.95

Why did the chicken cross the road? Because if the 
road crossed the chicken old ladies 
would trip over the bump! This great 
big book of fantastically funny jokes 
and cartoons will keep you chuckling 
for hours. From fabulous old favourites 
to brilliant new gags, this A-Z joke 
book has something for everyone!

101. Quiz Quest 2 (Clive Gifford)  $24.95
“Quiz Quest 2” is designed to be used 
in three ways – you can test yourself 

and your friends, use the quizzes to 
gain straightforward question-and-answer 

information; or enjoy reading through the 
colourful, informative spreads and hunting 

for facts. Find out about killer whales and great 
apes, continents and countries, galaxies and gold. 

102.  Search for Pirate Treasure  
(Graham White)  $15.95

Mazes, adventure and history rolled into one. Enter the world 
of hidden treasure and piracy on the high seas. A friend needs 
help. His family is facing poverty because his father’s ship was 
attacked by pirates. A new ship is ready to go in search of these 
brigands, overpower and capture them, and regain the treasure.

103.  So You Think You Know Test Cricket? 
(Clive Gifford)  $14.95

A fantastic quiz book for cricket-lovers of all ages, updated 
to cover all 2005-2006 test matches. For all followers 
of international cricket there are 1500 quiz questions to 
enthral, entertain and tease. And if you get stumped there 
are all the answers at the back of the book. Howzat!

104.  Usborne Book of Face Painting (Various) $19.95
Vivid photographs and easy to follow step-by-step instructions show 
you how to create loads of fantastic different face-painting looks! 
Learn how to paint your face like a ghoul, a snake, a sugar 
mouse, a rabbit, and many more brilliant designs! This title 
includes information on techniques and equipment. It is suitable 
for complete beginners or those with some experience.

97

99

101
102

103

98

88. Angelina Ballerina’s 
Invitation to the Ballet  

(Katharine Holabird)  $16.95
Angelina is delighted when she wins two 
tickets to the gala performance of Cindermouse. She can’t 
wait to invite someone to join her, but all her friends are busy! 
Imagine her delight when she is called by the Royal Ballet’s 
director to fill in for an injured ballerina! There are envelopes to 

open and special letters inside!  

89. Dinosaur Hunters (Compilation)  $29.95
 Every budding paleontologist will want to join the hunt to discover 
the incredible lost world of dinosaurs! Open the flaps, feel the textures, 
pull the tabs, and absorb all the fascinating detail to become a real 
dinosaur expert. Then find the secret drawer embedded in the book 
itself, crammed with models, stickers, booklets and much, much more!

90. Holiday Activity Book (Jane Bull)  $19.95
Pop it in the suitcase – packed with easy-to-make holiday 
activities. Want fantastic holiday ideas for games on planes and 
trains? How about making your own postcards, a picnic pack, 
and some brilliant beach and photo art? You won’t be saying ‘Are 
we there yet?’ or ‘I’m bored’ on holiday ever again!

91.  Horrid Henry’s Jolly Joke Book  
(Francesca Simon and Tony Ross)  $12.95

Horrid Henry’s friends (and enemies) all think his 
first joke book was such a great idea that they 
want to write one too! Themed sections from 
each of Henry’s classmates and some from 
his teacher feature within. But of course, 
Henry’s determined to have the last word 
with the funniest and grossest jokes of all.

92. How to Draw Manga Action 
Figures (Peter Gray)  $12.95
This book explains how to find inspiration from 
everyday items and observations and provides 
step-by-step instructions to guide from rough 
sketches through to finished illustrations.

93.  Fantastic Four Glow in the Dark 
Sticker Book (Dorling Kindersley)  $9.95

Get sticking with 60 colour stickers featuring Mr 
Fantastic, Invisible Woman, The Thing, The Human Torch and 
their deadly foes from Doctor Doom to Puppet Master - all with 
their own glow-in-the-dark powers. The stickers contain great 
full-colour scenes: create your own action-packed adventures, 
then peel them off to use again and again.

94. I Spy Super Challenger (Jean Marzollo)  $14.95
This best-selling book features a collection of favourite I Spy riddles 
that send readers searching 12 photographs for hidden objects. 
With 24 million copies sold, the bestselling I Spy series is being 
relaunched with new designs and new foil covers. 

95.  Laugh Even Louder; Great Jokes From Great 
Aussies (Various)  $9.95

A huge host of celebrities, entertainers, politicians, and television 
and radio personalities have joined together once more and donated 
jokes for Laugh Even Louder! From Kyle and Jackie O, Bert Newton 
and The Young Divas, to Prime Minister John Howard — so many 

great Aussies have helped make this hilarious book! 

96.   Maze of Twisted Tales (Peter Sheehan)  $12.95
Untwist these twisted fairy tales by finding your way through the 
mazes, and find all your favourite fairytale characters along the way! 

88

89

90

91

93

94

100

95

96

92

104

Book and dVd/ 
activity Books

 105-108. 
Walker Book  

& dVd $1995ea
(Various)

Now you can enjoy your favourite 
picture book story on DVD! 

105. Handa’s Surprise 
106. Little Rabbit Foo Foo 

107. Noah’s Ark 
108. Penguin105

106 107
108
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114-117. Horrible Histories 
(Terry Deary)  $11.95 ea
These rejacketed imprints of a favourite series are 
bound to make history as horrible as ever!! 

114. Awesome Egyptians, The  
115. Rotten Romans, The 
116. Vicious Vikings, The  
117. Woeful Second World War, The

118. Horribly Famous: Pirates and Their Caribbean Capers (Michael Cox) $14.95 
The real pirates of the Caribbean is packed full of extra pirate info such as tricks of the trade, pirate laws, rules and punishments.  
Plus pirate flag designs and a landlubber’s guide to pirate boats. 118

117

114

116

119. How to Knit (Fiona Watt)  $19.95 
Perfect for beginner knitters both young and old, this book 
covers all aspects of learning to knit, from selecting the 
correct needles and wool, to casting on, the basic stitches 
and finishing off techniques. It also includes projects to tackle 
as knitting confidence grows, such as scarves, bags and 
mobile phone cases.

120-121.  Eyewitness Guide and 
CD (DK)  $19.95 ea

Get the picture using the clip-art CD with 
over 100 amazing images to download. Then 
use the giant pull-out wallchart to decorate 
your room.  Great for projects or just for fun, 
these fact-packed guides and CD shows 
and tells you everything you need to know 
about Ancient Egypt and Dinosaurs. 

120. Ancient Egypt  121. Dinosaurs

111.  Encyclopedia of Nature  
(Dorling Kindersley)  $39.95

What is life like underground? Where can you find the world’s ugliest fish? 
Why are fungi so fantastic? Take an amazing look at the natural world to 
find out. Discover plants and animals and where they live - from deserts to 
oceans, rainforests to mountains.

112.  Fair Dinkum Histories: Gold, Graves and Glory (Jackie 
French)  $14.95

Join the heroes and villains of the past as they hunt for nuggets, struggle 
across unknown deserts and triumph in one of the greatest engineering 
marvels the world has ever seen, in the next action-packed instalment of 
Fair Dinkum Histories! It’s history as you’ve never seen it.

119

111

122.   I Want To Be a Footballer  
(Sally Carbon and Cameron Allen)  $14.95

Dane is footy mad and has always dreamed of becoming a 
star player. but it takes more than just dreaming to get him to 
where he wants to go... Filled with footy facts, a potted history 
of the AFL, and the low down on every club in the AFL, the 
story is also informative and educational.

123.   Mega Cars (Chez Picthall and Christiane Gunzi)  $9.95
With the coolest, fastest, most exciting cars around and simple, easy 
to read text, Mega Cars will encourage even the most reluctant of 
young readers to start enjoying books. With huge Hummers and 
stretch limousines, racing Ferraris and stunning Lamborghinis, this 
exciting book is every car-loving youngster’s dream come true. 

124-125. Watch Me Grow Series (DK)  $12.95 ea
The Watch Me Grow series looks closely at the circle of life, lots of great 
pictures so watch your pets grow up before your very own eyes!

124. Kitten   
125. Puppy

121

 113. guinness World 
Records extreme

(Lisa Ryan-Herndon)
Now, you can get in-depth with your favourite 

outrageous records like never before! Zoom along at 
eXtreme speeds by foot, wing or furniture! Grab a 
snack at the world’s largest food fight, or maybe 

you’d prefer a bite of the fastest sandwich 
made by human feet? Marvel at the 
smelliest flower, the loudest burp, 

and a special elephant’s 
artistic talent.

$1995

Information Books

112

123

125

109.  Children’s Fun and Healthy Cookbook 
(Nicola Graimes)  $29.95

Bored with your usual meals? Take charge in the kitchen and put the fun 
back into healthy eating! From Sunshine Jelly to Tuna Quesadillas, create 
100 nutritious and mouth-watering recipes including seafood salad, fruit 
sundaes and delicious pasta. Step-by-steps show exactly how to whip up 
perfection on a plate in no time! 

110.  Digital Photography  
(Steve Lopez)  $19.95

Get rid of nasty red-eye or give your best friend a 
tiger’s head! Ditch the jargon and take pictures like 
a pro with this fantastic book and CD that give you 
the tools and know-how to turn snaps into really cool 
pics!

109

110

122

120

115

124
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NAME:  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

CLASS:  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

DUE BACK AT SCHOOL AT: _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

 

Order Form

TOTAL COST  $

TOTAL NO. BOOKS

Payment by  
cash or cheque only. 
Please make cheques 

payable to your 
school.

Book                       Title Cost Qty Total 
 No.     $  Cost

Book                       Title Cost Qty Total 
 No.     $  Cost

Book                       Title Cost Qty Total 
 No.     $  Cost

  Page 1 New Releases (No 1 - 21)
 1 Flora The Fancy Dress Fairy 14.95

 2 Mouse Island Marathon, The 11.95

 3 Goblin At The Beach 12.95

 4 Hairy Maclary’s Hat Tricks 21.95

 5 Maisy Goes To Hospital 19.95

 6 Reptiles And Amphibians 12.95

 7 Shrek The Third: Movie Storybook 14.95

 8  Sizzles Is Completely Not Here  
Board Book 19.95

 9 Stacks Of Maxx 24.95

 10 Tashi And The Mixed-up Monster 11.95

 11 What Bumosaur Is That? 14.95

 12 Bunnies In The Bathroom 14.95

 13 Dolphin In The Deep 14.95

 14 Kitten In The Cold 14.95

 15 Charlotte The Sunflower Fairy 9.95

 16 Danielle The Daisy Fairy 9.95

 17 Ella The Rose Fairy 9.95

 18 Louise The Lilly Fairy 9.95

 19 Olivia The Orchid Fairy 9.95

 20 Pippa The Poppy Fairy 9.95

 21 Tia The Tulip Fairy 9.95

  Page 2 Picture Books (No 22 - 38)
 22 Annie To The Rescue 24.95

 23 Boris Monster, Scared Of Nothing 24.95

 24 Cat 19.95

 25 Corduroy Goes To The Fire Station 19.95

 26 Harry Highpants 27.95

 27 Honeybee’s Busy Day 19.95

 28 I Love Trucks And Cars And Planes 12.95

 29 If My Dad Were A Dog 14.95

 30 Just Like Me 12.95

 31 Long Way From Home, A 14.95

 32  Trouble with Dogs 27.95

 33 Party Animals 16.95

 34 Playmates 14.95

 35 Shhh! Little Mouse 24.95

 36  Walter The Farting Dog Banned 
From The Beach 26.95

 37 Whoops! But It Wasn’t Me 14.95

 38 Who’s There, Spot? 14.95

 Page 3 Junior Novels (No 39 - 57)
 39 Smarty Cat 11.95

 40 Littlest Pirate In A Pickle, The 10.95

 41 Winning The World Cup 10.95

 42 Fairy Friends 12.95

 43 Fairy For A Day 12.95

 44 Ghosts, Gadgets And Gizmos 12.95

 45 Angels Forever 9.95

 46 Going Overboard 9.95

 47 Kicking Goals 9.95

 48 Lucky Stars 9.95

 49 Puppy Love 9.95

 50 Team Troubles 9.95

 51 Snow Play 9.95

 52 Shark Bait 14.95

 53 Spider Bite 14.95

 54 Sweetie May 11.95

 55 Blockbuster 9.95

 56 Lunar Strike 9.95

 57 Sudden Drop 9.95

 Page 4 Middle Years Novels (No 58 - 73
 58 Annabel, Again 14.95

 59 Digger J Jones 14.95

 60 Dragonsdale 14.95

 61  Give Peas A Chance And Other  
Funny Stories 16.95

 62 Board To Death 14.95

 63 How To Cheat A Dragon’s Curse 15.95

 64  Legend of the Worst Boy in the 
World, The 12.95

 65 Megs And The Vootball Kids 14.95

 66 Nim At Sea 14.95

 67 Rockstar Robbery, The 12.95

 68 Sea Secrets 15.95

 69 Shadow Thief, The 19.95

 70  Specky Magee And The Spirit of  
The Game 14.95

 71 Spy Dog Unleashed 11.95

 72 Strictly Stars 15.95

 73 Winning Streak 12.95

 Page 5 Older Novels (No 74 - 87)
 74 Barefoot Kids 16.95

 75 Escape From Year 8 16.95

 76 Dangerous Games 14.95

 77 I, Nigel Dorking 16.95

 78 Living Hell 16.95

 79  Lockie Leonard Human Torpedo  
TV Tie In 17.95

 80 Master Of The Books 19.95

 81 Monster Blood Tattoo Foundling 19.95

 82 Naturally Rude 16.95

 83 Night Rise 16.95

 84 Double Or Die 16.95

 85 Sure Fire 19.95

 86 Solo 16.95

 87 Tunnels 16.95

 Page 6 Book And Dvd / Activity Books (No 88 - 108)
 88  Angelina Ballerina’s Invitation  

To The Ballet 16.95

 89 Dinosaur Hunters 29.95

 90 Holiday Activity Book, The 19.95

 91 Horrid Henry’s Jolly Joke Book 12.95

 92 How To Draw Manga Action Figures 12.95

 93 Fantastic Four Sticker Book 9.95

 94 I Spy Super Challenger 14.95

 95  Laugh Even Louder! Great Jokes  
From Great Aussies! 9.95

 96 Maze Of Twisted Tales 12.95

 97  Mystery Of The Golden Crocodile 
An Egyptian Maze 15.95

 98  My Extremely Busy Activity Pack:  
Charlie And Lola 19.95

 99  Pirate Treasure Map A Fairytale  
Adventure 14.95

 100  Puffin’s Brilliantly Big Bumper  
Joke Book 12.95

 101 Quiz Quest 2 24.95

 102 Search For Pirate Treasure 15.95

 103 So You Think You Know Test Cricket? 14.95

 104 Usborne Book Of Face Painting, The 16.95

 105 Handa’s Surprise 19.95

 106 Little Rabbit Foo Foo 19.95

 107 Noah’s Ark 19.95

 108 Penguin 19.95

 Page 7 Information (No 109 - 125)
 109 Children’s Fun And Healthy Cookbook 29.95

 110 Digital Photography 19.95

 111 Encyclopedia Of Nature 39.95

 112 Gold, Graves And Glory 14.95

 113 Guinness World Records Extreme 19.95

 114 Awesome Egyptians, The 11.95

 115 Rotten Romans, The 11.95

 116 Vicious Vikings, The 11.95

 117 Woeful Second World War, The 11.95

 118 Pirates And Their Caribbean Capers 14.95

 119 How To Knit 19.95

 120 Ancient Egypt 19.95

 121 Dinosaur 19.95

 122 I Want To Be A Footballer 14.95

 123 Mega Cars 9.95

 124 Kitten 12.95

 125 Puppy 12.95


